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Intro to ELSEVIER & eBooks
Just like the evolution of man, there has been an evolution of books over time.
Lead the way in advancing science, technology and health

Galileo’s last and greatest work, published in 1638 by Elzevir, Discorsi e Dimostrazioni Matematiche
CHALLENGES: global academic institutions

RANKING & REPUTATION
- Ranking measurement
- Allocation of funding for research
- Expanding quality content
- International research collaboration

CONTENT & LIBRARY
- Systems to collect and analyse usage data
- Acquisitions based not on evidence or information
- Access to specialized – high impact content
Combining Technology and Reference Content to Shape the Future
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Intro to ELSEVIER & eBooks

Data Driven Approach
At Elsevier we **monitor and analyze the world’s research flows**, providing insights you need to keep your library and institution A STEP AHEAD and your researchers A STEP CLOSER to their goals.
Our Data Driven Approach

1) Identify users’ needs

2) Identify research gaps in areas that are growing fastest

3) Create wide range of content for the future

4) Make content accessible to meet the needs of users

5) Provide data and insights to libraries to fill in the gaps
Elsevier Provides Essential Reference Knowledge in All Growing Subjects

Key Research Areas of Focus:

- Core Engineering
- Materials Science
- Biomedical Engineering
- Bioscience & Translational Medicine
- Food Science
- Neuroscience and Psychology
- Earth & Environmental Science
- Energy
- Social Science
- Chemistry & Chemical Engineering
- Economics
An advantageous mix of content

ScienceDirect

**Reference Modules**
Hand-picked and regularly updated collections spark new lines of inquiry.

**Major Reference Works**
A wide-angle view of the existing body of knowledge creates a cross-disciplinary bridge.

**Journals**
Dynamic links on ScienceDirect deepen exploration into the latest research findings.

**eBooks/Monographs**
Sustained arguments help widen the sphere of investigation to forge new paths forward.

**Book & Handbook Series**
A comprehensive snapshot of the current state of research offers fresh perspective.

**Major Reference Works**
A wide-angle view of the existing body of knowledge creates a cross-disciplinary bridge.

**Reference Modules**
Hand-picked and regularly updated collections spark new lines of inquiry.

**Journals**
Dynamic links on ScienceDirect deepen exploration into the latest research findings.

**eBooks/Monographs**
Sustained arguments help widen the sphere of investigation to forge new paths forward.

**Book & Handbook Series**
A comprehensive snapshot of the current state of research offers fresh perspective.
ScienceDirect for eBooks ....2007 till today June 2018

Since 2007, Elsevier has been adding books to the ScienceDirect platform so that researchers and students can access the highly regarded book content in an electronic environment.

Cumulative number of books published on ScienceDirect
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Intro to ELSEVIER & eBooks

Data Driven Approach

Research Trends
Trend of Top-5 Published Articles per Subject Area

Journal FTA Usage 2016

- Medicine and Dentistry
- Biochemistry, Genetics and...
- Chemistry
- Environmental Science
- Engineering
- Materials Science
- Agricultural and Biological...
- Chemical Engineering
- Energy
- Pharmacology, Toxicology and...
- Social Sciences
- Physics and Astronomy
- Earth and Planetary Sciences
- Neuroscience
- Computer Science
- Immunology and Microbiology
- Psychology
- Business, Management and...
- Mathematics
- Decision Sciences
- Economics, Econometrics and...
- Veterinary Science and...
- Nursing and Health Professions
- Arts and Humanities
Article Output vs eBooks Usage

- Medicine and Dentistry
- Engineering
- Agricultural and Biological Sciences
- Physics and Astronomy
- Chemistry
- Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology
- Materials Science
- Mathematics
- Computer Science
- Chemical Engineering
- Environmental Science
- Social Sciences
- Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutical Science
- Earth and Planetary Sciences
- Energy
- Immunology and Microbiology
- Neuroscience
- Business, Management and Accounting
- Nursing and Health Professions
- Veterinary Science and Veterinary Medicine
- Psychology
- Arts and Humanities
- Economics, Econometrics and Finance
- Decision Sciences
- Multidisciplinary

- Publications (% of total)
- eBooks Usage (% of total)
- eBooks Turnaways (% of total)
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Intro to ELSEVIER & eBooks

Data Driven Approach

Research Trends

Holdings: eBooks in Serbia
Understand What You Have

How to Incorporate It

How to Access It
Evidence Based Selection (EBS)

Before committing to purchasing a particular title, it often makes sense to gauge its popularity with your patrons. The Evidence Based Selection (EBS) model offers "try-before-you-buy" access to your choice of content. For a minimal up-front fee, you pick from 24 different subjects in science, technology and medicine. At year’s end, evaluate actual usage to determine what titles you’d like to keep. You receive perpetual access to those titles, up to the value of the initial EBS fee paid.

Features

- Choose the most valuable collections from across 24 subject areas in science, technology and medicine
- Discounted, one-time fee for 12 months of full access to the selected collections (DRM free), plus archival rights to hand-picked titles at the end of the year based on usage data

Details

- EBS grants one (1) year of subscription access to selected eBook collection(s). After 10-11 months, you can pick and choose to perpetually purchase individual titles up to value (in current list price) of the paid fees
Scope

• EBS – access on ScienceDirect to all eBook subject collections published in 2012 - 2017. (more than 100 subject collections, more than 5000 titles)

• Consortium institutions in Serbia get access to Elsevier eBooks.

• Broader content accessible : all 24 subject areas

• The eBook EBS collection provides published content tailored made to support breakthroughs in research.

• eBook EBS Collection provides archival right in line with the level of investment.
Evidence Based Selection

Existing Library
(before contract)

1-Year Access
(during contract)

Perpetual Ownership
(after contract)
Try before you buy – EBS Process

1. Select collections and gain access to them for 12 months, for a minimal, up-front fee

2. Review usage reports throughout the year

3. Pick and choose those titles you want to retain at the end of the period
What Makes Book Series on ScienceDirect the Perfect Compliment to Primary Research?

- Highly cited, high quality content and authorship
- Provides the methodologies or in-depth perspective researchers need
- Links to related monographs, reference works, and journal articles
- Instantly accessible to all users, all the time
- Powerful search and browse features
- Flexibility to download and print without restriction
- Increased discoverability and comprehensive usage reports
26,000 DRM-free titles across 24 subject areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2018 Frontlist Collection* (# of Titles)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Agricultural, Biological and Food Sciences</td>
<td>118</td>
<td>Immunology and Microbiology</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Materials Science</td>
<td>131</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Science and Medicine</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>Mathematics</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Engineering</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>Neuroscience</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutical Science</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer Science</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>Physics and Astronomy</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth and Planetary Sciences</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>Psychology</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Energy</td>
<td>86</td>
<td>Social Sciences</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Engineering</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>Specialty Medicine</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Science</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Health Professions</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finance</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Veterinary Medicine</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forensics, Security and Criminal Justice</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Specialty Surgery</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total # of Titles</strong></td>
<td><strong>1254</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Estimated number of titles for each subject package. Official # of titles published cannot be confirmed until the end of the year due to publishing changes.
IESBS 2nd Edition:
New and Updated Coverage, and a more Representative Editorial Board
IESBS, 2nd edition updates reflect dominant trends in the social and behavioral sciences over the past two decades

The first edition of the International Encyclopedia of the Social and Behavioral Sciences was published in 2000

<p>| | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Globalization</td>
<td>Enhanced international coverage and increased diversity of editors and authors, as well as the coverage of subject matter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialization vs. Integration</td>
<td>Entire sections of IESBS 2nd edition have been developed with interdisciplinarity as a central theme</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expert Curation</td>
<td>The authors and editors deployed in the creation of IESBS 2nd edition comprise a small army of some 10,000 scholars</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coverage of Applications</td>
<td>Increased coverage of practical applications throughout, equipping readers with applied knowledge alongside theory</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Integration of Social and Biological Sciences</td>
<td>Sections include a balanced mix of both the social and biological sciences, as well as coverage of their interaction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

It has generated nearly 7,000 citations and about two million “hits” on ScienceDirect since publication and has stood as the reference volume of choice in social and behavioral science for fifteen years.

Key New Sections:

Social Work
Gerontology and Aging
Life Course Studies
Sexuality
Criminology
Business, Marketing and Finance
Labor Studies
War, Peace, Violence and Conflict
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual and Trans-sexual Studies
Applied Social and Behavioral Sciences

Over 90% of the content is new or updated, and the number of sections has increased from 39 to 54, to reflect disciplinary growth trends and support cutting edge research.
Contemporary psychology and cognate behavioral sciences coverage has been greatly expanded to reflect research growth

**Contemporary Psychology and Cognate Behavioral Sciences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Clinical Psychology</th>
<th>Memory: Cognitive and Neurosci. Aspects</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Applied, Industrial and Org. Psychology</td>
<td>Linguistics A</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental Psychology</td>
<td>Linguistics B</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social Psychology</td>
<td>Neuroscience of Language</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personality Psychology</td>
<td>Behavioral Neuroscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivational Psychology</td>
<td>Cognitive Neuroscience</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Psychiatry</td>
<td>Cognitive Psychology</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In comparison to the First Edition, the Second Edition provides:

IESBS incorporates comparative, cross-cultural, and international themes as well as perspectives into its research articles

- **33% more** nations represented in author base
- **3x** as many female editors
- **50% fewer** North American authors
- More international editorial board, author base, and more subject matter coverage

New countries represented on editorial board:

- Luxembourg
- Greece
- Finland
- Japan
- China
- Ireland
- Singapore
- Spain
- Russia
- Austria
- Israel
- Netherlands
In 2015, 785,309 search terms were used to discover IESBS...

...the top 367 terms used over 100 times provides to researchers seeking solutions.
Reference Modules:
Hand-picked and regularly updated collections that spark new lines of inquiry
Reference Modules Subject Areas

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Area</th>
<th>Articles</th>
<th>Images</th>
<th># of MRWs cited</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chemistry, Molecular Sciences and Engineering</td>
<td>4,700+</td>
<td>50,000+</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earth Systems and Environmental Sciences</td>
<td>4,500+</td>
<td>9,000+</td>
<td>TBD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Biomedical Sciences</td>
<td>5,000+</td>
<td>1,200+</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Materials Science and Materials Engineering</td>
<td>2500+</td>
<td>1,200+</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Food Sciences</td>
<td>2,370+</td>
<td>7,500+</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Sciences</td>
<td>2,900+</td>
<td>13,000+</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Neuroscience and Biobehavioral Psychology</td>
<td>3,900+</td>
<td>16,000+</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

“The reorganization of content from multiple works into a single topic-based hierarchy not only makes articles easy to find but also means the collection is more searchable. **Users don't have to guess which encyclopedia to look in** as they can simply click on the relevant topic.”

*Library Journal review of Reference Module in Biomedical Sciences*
Reference Modules are the one-stop subject solution

1. **Continuously advancing**
   Content is continuously reviewed, updated, commissioned, and date-stamped.

2. **Authoritative**
   Each Reference Module is overseen by an expert editorial board appointed for their stature in their field.

3. **Cohesive**
   Covering all areas of the field, the Reference Modules provide understanding of the whole spectrum of the subject, essential for researchers and scholars working across multiple disciplines.

4. **On ScienceDirect**
   Links to relevant journal articles and book chapters on ScienceDirect for additional information and further research are included. Reference Modules are a primer for advancing research.
Click through to a world of trusted content

See the time stamp, indicating the most recent review of the article

Click through the subject taxonomy to see the subject matter available
Book and Handbook Series:
A comprehensive snapshot of the current state of research, offering a fresh perspective
Series provide comprehensive knowledge on current research
Over 5,000 research volumes, with 1,000+ book titles from 2010–2017

30 are in the top 2 quartiles of their Impact Factor category

- Methods in Enzymology
- Physics & Astronomy
- Chemistry
- Engineering
- Psychology
- Life Sciences
- Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology
- Agricultural and Biological Sciences
- Immunology and Microbiology
- Neuroscience
- Pharmacology, Toxicology and Pharmaceutical
Prestigious editors and strong impact factors indicate value of content and publishing strategy

Serials: High-demand titles

- **Advances in Organometallic Chemistry**
  - Citescore: 3.76
  - Editor now a fellow at the Royal Society of Chemistry, U.K.

- **Advances in Parasitology**
  - Citescore: 4.71
  - Editors based at the Natural History Museum, U.K. and Liverpool School of medicine, UK

- **Advances in Immunology**
  - Citescore: 6.37
  - Editor based at Harvard, U.S.

- **Advances in Agronomy**
  - Citescore: 4.63
  - 2015 American Chemistry Society Geochemistry Award

- **Methods in Enzymology**
  - Citescore: 1.83
  - Editors from Yale University and University of Pennsylvania
# Book Series and Handbooks pricing models

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Current Subscription</th>
<th>Intermediate Backfile (IBF)</th>
<th>Backfile</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Access to current year + 4 previous years</td>
<td>• Access to years in between current subscription and backfile</td>
<td>• Pre-2000 content.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Full archival rights from Day 1</td>
<td>• Onetime purchase</td>
<td>• Access goes back to Vol. 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Available in collections or at the individual title level</td>
<td></td>
<td>• Onetime purchase</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Available in collections or at the individual title level</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Current Subscription (Current +4 years back) + Intermediate Backfile + Backfile (Pre-2000 back to Vol. 1)
New Book Series

Providing the latest information in advancing and emerging trends

**Advances in Food Security and Sustainability**
Edited by Professor David Barling (University of Hertfordshire, UK) 1st volume published

Covers a wide range of issues related to the principles and practices of food sustainability and security, exploring challenges related to protecting environmental resources while meeting human nutritional requirements.

**Advances in Bioenergy**
Edited by Professor Yebo Li (Ohio State University, USA) and Xumeng Ge (Ohio State University, USA)

Will explore the scientific, technological, social and economic impacts and constraints of biofuels and bioenergy. Covering all aspects of development, storage, distribution, safety, complications, and challenges.

**Stratigraphy and Timescales**
Edited by Dr Michael Montenari (Keele University, UK) 1st volume publishing December 2016

Stratigraphy and Timescales covers current research across a wide range of stratigraphic disciplines, providing information on recent developments for the geoscientific research community.
New: Advances in Food Security and Sustainability

Series Overview

• Takes a scientific look at the challenges, constraints, and solutions necessary to maintain a healthy and accessible food supply in different communities around the world

• Explores the challenges related to protecting environmental resources while meeting human nutritional requirements

• Advances in Food Security & Sustainability publishes timely reviews on recent research in the field

SERIES EDITOR:

David Barling
The Centre for Agriculture, Food & Environmental Management, School of Life & Medical Sciences, University of Hertfordshire, UK
Methods in Enzymology
Methods in Enzymology is the Perfect Complement to Primary Research

The critically acclaimed gold standard of laboratory practices and the most highly respected publications in the molecular biosciences

Nearly 600 Volumes published from 1955-2017

#1 most downloaded and used ebook series on ScienceDirect

One of the most highly respected publications in the field of biochemistry and molecular biosciences
High-Profile Contributors and Authors

66 Nobel Laureates have contributed to the Methods in Enzymology series, including five of the nine 2013 Nobel Laureate winners in Physiology, Chemistry and Physics

Contributors and Authors
Arieh Warshel
James E. Rothman
Martin Karplus
Randy W. Schekman
Sir John B. Gurdon
Thomas C. Sudhof
Jack W. Szostak
Ralph M. Steinman
Avram Hershko
Peter Agre
Roger D. Kornberg
Osamu Shimomura
Includes Key Experimental Protocols

Sample of Protocols with details on techniques critical knowledge for researchers in life sciences

• Separation and purification of the enzyme, enzyme kinetics mechanism
• Transgenic, RNA interference, microarray, gene therapy
• Crystallization of biological macromolecules, sequencing analysis of biomolecules
• Cell Culture
• Immunochemistry
• Cell Signal Transduction Technology
• Nuclear magnetic resonance, laser capture microscopy, confocal microscopy
• Genomics, proteomics, metabolomics, functional glycomics
• High performance liquid chromatography, mass spectrometry
• Computer simulation, drug design, drug and nucleic acid interactions, protein-protein interactions
• research techniques about Mouse developmental biology
• Biosynthesis of natural products
• Stem cell and tissue culture techniques
• Study important diseases such as: cancer, diabetes
Chemical Engineering

Interfacial Phenomena by J.T. Davies and E.K. Rideal

The Corrosion Guide
Erich Rabald

Adsorptive Bubble Separation Techniques
Robert Lemlich

Over the Counter Pharmaceutical Formulations
David D. Braun

Flow Visualization
Wolfgang Merzkirch
Chemistry of Energetic Materials
George A. Olah is the primary editor
Recipient: 1994 Nobel Prize in Chemistry

“In this one book are contributions from three Nobel Laureates and seven members of the National Academy of Science which speaks for itself that this is a very active field of fundamental science with far reaching practical importance.”

— George A. Olah, 1994 Nobel Laureate in Chemistry and Founding Director of the USC Loker Hydrocarbon Research Institute
Materials Science

Handbook of Carbon, Graphite, Diamonds and Fullerenes
Distinguished teacher and engineer
Hugh O. Pierson

Second edition of the: Epoxy Resins, Curing Agents, Compounds, and Modifiers
Ernest W. Flick
Physics and Astronomy

Titles by 1962 Nobel Prize Winner in Physics:
Lev Davidovich Landau
Statistical Physics
Quantum Mechanics
Theory of Elasticity

The collection includes the bestselling book:
Quantum Mechanics
Landau and Lifshitz
Energy

Nobel Prize winners and experts in nuclear power, including:

**Energy Storage**

J. Hans D. Jensen

*Recipient of the Nobel Prize in Physics, 1963*

**Nuclear Reactor Kinetics and Control**

Jeffrey Lewins

Specializes in the application and interpretation of mathematical methods to nuclear power problems
Early Research in Critical Areas:
**Aquatic Pollutants: Transformation and Biological Effects**
by
**O. Hutzinger**
Dedicated his career to chemical substance and its interaction with the environment and humans

**Iceberg Utilization**
by
**A.A. Husseiny**
An accounting of the first international conference and workshops on iceberg utilization for fresh water production and weather
Groundbreaking work from the 1970’s and 1980’s, including:

**Paediatric Neurology**

Ingrid Gamstorp

Instrumental founder of the International Child Neurology Association

**Neurotrauma: Treatment, Rehabilitation, and Related Issues**

Michael E. Miner

Including chapters on acute treatment of brain injury and post acute and rehabilitation methods
Psychology

**Sex Facts and Attitudes**  
*Marion O. Lerrigo*  
Forefront in researching the topic of sex and development in young children and adolescents

**Psychology, Psychiatry, and Chronic Pain**  
*Stephen P. Tyrer*  
Delves into the basic concepts and classifications of pain and further assessment techniques
Social Science

Managing for Results
Peter F. Drucker
Writings contributed to the philosophical and practical foundations of today’s modern business corporation

Papers in Economics and Sociology
Oskar Lange
Most known for advocating the use of market pricing tools in socialist systems and providing a model of market socialism
What’s have been done?

What truly works?

How to implement it?

3MiM: 3 months IMPACT measurement
Display your eBooks investment

Available Tools and Resources

- **Printable flyers and posters** to help you promote your ScienceDirect eBooks collection within your library.

- An **editable email template** to share tutorials and raise awareness of available content.

- **Web banners** to help promote ScienceDirect Books on your library's website.

- Online **training webinars**

**DOWNLOAD them at:**
http://onlinebooksconnect.elsevier.com/articles/useful-tools-for-your-library
Videos

- Share this Video Tutorial: Navigating Reference Modules on ScienceDirect
- Share this Video to Promote Your Books on ScienceDirect Collection
- Share this Video to Promote Using ScienceDirect eBooks in the Classroom
- Share this Video Tutorial: What do you have access to on ScienceDirect?

Tutorials, including instructions

- Guide on how to order MARC records
- How to Export Book Chapters and References to Mendeley
- How to Determine Which Books You Have Full-text Access to on ScienceDirect
- How to access eBooks on ScienceDirect via mobile devices
- Full eBook (Multple PDF) Download
- How to activate remote access to ScienceDirect
- How to Create and Save Alerts on ScienceDirect
- How to Run a ScienceDirect eBooks Usage Report
- How to View your Institution's Electronic Holdings Report
- Tips and Tricks for Navigating Reference Modules on ScienceDirect
Elsevier for Librarians

Find librarian resources to effectively implement, report on and engage users with Elsevier products, and to stay up-to-date on LIS and job-related topics.

As a librarian, you have a critical role in empowering your organization and library users — to access and create research with a lasting impact, and to educate the next generation of scholars, researchers and practitioners. On this page you will find links to resources that will support you in these goals.

Quick links
- Books & journals
- Products & solutions
- Library Connect newsletter & webinars

https://www.elsevier.com/librarians

Librarian Hub
News & community

- Advice from a Librarian: Informio Instruction
- What’s trending in Food Science
- What’s trending in Chemistry and C Engineering
- Top books coming to ScienceDirect Sciences

Read more news and articles

Science, technology & health communities

- Elsevier Connect
- Atlas
- Customer Preference Center (email alerts)
- Chemicals & Materials Now!

Information literacy

Discover free resources available to use in your information literacy curriculum and to promote your library resources online and within the library.

- Elsevier Publishing Campus
- Elsevier Web Shop (paid author services)
- Engineering Village toolkit
- Journals Consult librarian resource toolkit
- Engineering Academic Challenge
- Pure brochure
- ScienceDirect brochures, promotional materials & toolkit
- ScienceDirect Books promotional materials and toolkit
- SciVal factsheet, guidebooks and videos
- Scopus promotional materials & toolkit

Professional development

Learn about the latest topics in library and information science, and share information with other Library and Information Science professionals around the world.

- Chandos Information Professional Books
- Library Connect – newsletter, webinars
- Library and information science journals
- Mendeley Certification Program for Librarians
Materials for your institution

• Links to STAY CONNECTED via Social Media

**DISCOVER – Library Connect**

**Newsletter:** Sign up for a complimentary subscription: 
https://libraryconnect.elsevier.com/subscribe

**Webinars:** Register for upcoming webinars: 
https://libraryconnect.elsevier.com/library-connect-webinars

**Social:** Join the LIS community on: 
Twitter, Facebook, SlideShare, LinkedIn

**Live Events:** Talk to your local Elsevier office about events in your area.

**ACCESS – Online Books Connect Newsletter**

Sign up for a complimentary subscription: 
http://onlinebooksconnect.elsevier.com/articles/useful-tools-for-your-library

**IMPLEMENT – Support Tools** https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect

Admin Tool
Free MARC records via OCLC WorldShare
KBART Collections Reports
Holdings Reports
COUNTER-compliant Usage Reports

---

**More than 33,000 newsletter subscribers** in 175 countries

**Academic, corporate, medical and government librarian authors**

**Content includes articles, infographics, ebooklets and more**

**Over 13,000 followers** on social media

**Average webinar has 1,400 viewers**

**Explore LIS best practices, technology, tips and trends**

**Live events feature experts discussing local issues**

**Social content curated for you** from premier LIS sources
Start your research with the highest ranking platform

- ScienceDirect is Elsevier’s leading platform of peer-reviewed scholarly literature
- University libraries and institutions offer ScienceDirect access to their communities of researchers. Researchers, teachers, students, and healthcare professionals use ScienceDirect to improve the way they search, discover, and read, understand and share scholarly research
- ScienceDirect offers full text content from over 3,800 journals and more than 37,000 book titles and has digital archives that reach as far back as 1823
SCIENCE DIRECT

Updating content and innovating features

1: Reading research (content)
   • PDF Download & Share
   • HTML article rendering
   • Content enhancements (innovations)

2: Keeping up-to-date with your field (platform)
   • Journal browse
   • Alerts

3: Searching scientific literature online (platform)
   • Quick search
   • Advanced search
   • Expert search
   • Recommendations

4: Obtaining in-depth knowledge on a subject (content & platform)
   • Recommendations
   • Books
   • Reference Modules

- The smart and easy-to-use ScienceDirect interface
- Chapter downloads with no DRM restrictions
- Unlimited simultaneous user access to content
Register to Customize ScienceDirect and Access Remotely

• **Create your own login**

• Simple setup to store personal preferences

• **Time saving benefits**
  - Save and re-execute **personal search queries**
  - Obtain **search updates via email**
  - **Schedule alerts** for document citations
  - Receive **table of contents via email** for new journal issues
  - Enable search history to **automatically save searches**
  - Create a **personal list of favorite titles**
  - Maintain all preferences

• **Tutorial to set up remote access available online**
https://www.elsevier.com/solutions/sciencedirect/support/sd-tutorials/activating-using-remote-access-sciencedirect
ScienceDirect empowers smarter research.

Registering on ScienceDirect

Create a unique sign in to use in Elsevier products

Your details

Privacy policy

First name: *

Family name: *

E-mail and password

Enter a password between 5 and 20 characters. Your e-mail address will be your username.

E-mail address: *

Password: *

Confirm password: *

Show alert & other settings

I wish to receive information from Elsevier B.V. and its affiliates concerning their products and services.

By creating an account you agree to the Elsevier Terms and Conditions and Privacy Policy.

Register

If you are having problems registering, please contact us.

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/register-new-user
Access to eBooks directly
Filters to show books you have full-text access to and how to download the Electronic Holdings Reports
CONVENIENT: Multiple article (PDF) download

Select only the articles you wish to download and then click Download PDFs

OR

don’t check any articles and click download PDFs to download all articles within the current filter

Click the download button to download in the files as a .zip file.

All the articles will have the suggested naming format unless you choose “create my own format” to edit and choose your preferred format.
DISCOVER: Virtual Microscope

With this feature authors can load gigabyte-size high definition images that can show incredible detail.

Pop-out feature allows you to view the virtual microscope in more detail in a separate browser window.

The microscope can zoom in to 40 times magnification.

Content Innovation
ACCESS TO DETAIL

Pathway Studio
Virtual Microscope
Graph Plotter
Radiological images viewer
Arabidopsis gene viewer

NIF Antibody app
3D CIF molecular viewer
Open Data
Interactive Case Insights
3D virtual environments

https://youtu.be/ajPV27TkWYo
ScienceDirect eBooks: Integration with Mendeley

Mendeley is a reference manager allowing you to manage, read, share, annotate and cite your research papers...

Be your own Reference Manager of all your discoveries!
Exporting eBooks: usage online and offline

One click export on chapter page and Table of Content

Metadata is recognised and PDF is attached automatically

• offline reading, annotating and highlighting
• sharing notes with team members and other collaborators
• easy referencing of eBooks when writing new papers

So the book can be read, highlighted and annotated online and offline

And referenced!
Interactive references to works cited in the chapter
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Involvement of alpha-amylase I-1 in starch degradation in rice chloroplasts
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Article | PDF (290 K) | View Record in Scopus | Citing articles (54)

Ball et al., 1991 S. Ball, T. Marianne, L. Dirick, M. Fresnoy, B. Delru, A. Decq
A Chlamydomonas-Reinhardtii low-starch mutant is defective for 3-phosphoglycerate
activation and orthophosphate inhibition of Adp-Glucose pyrophosphorylase
Planta, 185 (1991), pp. 17–26

Article | PDF (290 K) | View Record in Scopus | Citing articles (55)

Ball and Morell, 2003 S.G. Ball, M.K. Morell
From bacterial glycogen to starch: Understanding the biogenesis of the plant starch granule
Annual Review of Plant Biology, 54 (2003), pp. 207–233

Article | PDF (329 K) | View Record in Scopus | Full Text via CrossRef | Citing articles (296)
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Article | PDF (329 K) | View Record in Scopus | Full Text via CrossRef | Citing articles (81)
Use quick search boxes for easy fast search.

Use advanced search form to specify fields and sources.

Turn on search history to capture and automatically save searches.
For very specific searches, you can use the "Expert Search" functionality, which allows you to use boolean operators. Such as AND, OR, NOT, etc.
How to determine which books you have full-text access to on ScienceDirect with the EXPERT SEARCH

![Search interface](image)

- **Search**
  - **All books**
  - **Subscribed books**

- **Subject**
  - All Sciences
  - Agricultural and Biological Sciences
  - Arts and Humanities
  - Biochemistry, Genetics and Molecular Biology

- **Date Range**
  - All Years
  - 2006 to Present

- **Volume**
  - Page

![Search tips](image)
A responsive design suitable for different devices
DISCOVER: Books are more discoverable than ever before

Now searchable via:

Library Discovery Services

Search Engines

A&I Databases

ScienceDirect has invested in ensuring that Books appear in the top search results for research topics, fitting within researchers’ existing workflows.
Discovering ebooks through Scopus the world’s most connected research database

- 21,568 Journal titles
- 5,000 publishers
- 131,000+ Book titles
- 64+ million Content records
- 7.5 million Conference papers, from over 90,000 global events

Scopus is the largest abstract and citation database of peer-reviewed research literature.
Example of eBooks discoverability in Scopus – citation per book and book chapter –

https://tutorials.scopus.com/EN/Metrics/index.html
Multiple types of metrics provide a more complete view of the performance of eBooks publication.
Stochastic Processes in Physics and Chemistry
2007, 463p

Stochastic Processes in Physics and Chemistry
(Book)
Kampen, Niels G. van
Institute of Theoretical Physics, University of Utrecht, Netherlands

Abstract

The third edition of Van Kampen's standard work has been revised and updated. The main difference with the second edition is that the contrived application of the quantum master equation in section 6 of chapter XVII has been replaced with a satisfactory treatment of quantum fluctuations. Apart from that throughout the text corrections have been made and a number of references to later developments have been included. From the recent textbooks the following are the most relevant. C.W.Gardiner, Quantum Optics (Springer, Berlin 1991) D.T. Gillespie, Markov Processes (Academic Press, San Diego 1992) W.T. Coffey, Yu.P.Kalmykov, and J.T.Waldron, The Langevin Equation (2nd edition, World Scientific, 2004) * Comprehensive coverage of fluctuations and stochastic methods for describing them * A must for students and researchers in applied mathematics, physics and physical chemistry. © © 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

Scopus
PlumX Metrics: interact with individual pieces of research output

Usage

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>EBSCO - Abstract Views:</th>
<th>1019</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EBSCO - HTML Views:</td>
<td>455</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSCO - PDF Views:</td>
<td>147</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSCO - Link-outs:</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EBSCO - Sample Downloads:</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorldCat - Holdings:</td>
<td>1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorldCat - Holdings:</td>
<td>1836</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorldCat - Holdings:</td>
<td>1829</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Captures

| EBSCO - Exports-Saves: | 134 |
| Goodreads - Readers:   | 40  |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 18  |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 14  |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 8   |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 7   |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 4   |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 3   |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 3   |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 2   |
| Mendeley - Readers:    | 2   |

Mentions

| Amazon - Reviews: | 16 |
| Goodreads - Reviews: | 2 |
| Wikipedia - Links: | 5  |

Citations

| CrossRef - Citation Indexes: | 1 |

PlumX Metrics

Usage, Captures, Mentions, Social Media and Citations beyond Scopus.
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Intro to ELSEVIER & eBooks
Data Driven Approach
Research Trends
Holdings TUT eBooks

Research Workflow
Finding the Path from Hypothesis to Discovery can be Full of Twists and Turns

Facing an overwhelming amount of information, researchers:

- Lose time combing through resources
- Get frustrated with dead ends
- Become unsure of their next steps
ScienceDirect Topics Illuminates the Path to Discovery

With ScienceDirect Topics, researchers:

• Quickly access relevant content
• Unlock critical and contextual information within their natural workflow
• Confidently pursue further inquiry using trusted sources
NEW INNOVATION FOR A FASTER-TRUSTED ACQUISITION OF KNOWLEDGE...

Topic Pages on Science Direct
Think about how we understand a new or unfamiliar concept we find in a journal article.

Abstract

We previously reported that some main olfactory bulb (MOB) mitral/tufted (M/T) cells send a direct projection to the "vomeronasal amygdala" in female mice and selectively respond to volatile male mouse urinary odors. We asked whether MOB M/T cells that project to the vomeronasal amygdala exist in male mice and whether there is a sexually dimorphic response of these neurons to volatile male urinary pheromones.

Gonadectomized male and female mice received bilateral injections of the retrograde
Hyperlinked Journal concepts enhance speed, selectivity of the research workflow
ScienceDirect Topics help researchers get a quick overview on a topic and related content.

**Amygdala**

The amygdala is an almond-shaped structure located within the anterior portion of the temporal lobes, comprising a component of the limbic system and known to play a part in controlling emotion, motivation, and memory.

*From Social Anxiety (Third Edition), 2014*

**Related terms:**
- Hippocampus
- Hypothalamus
- Prefrontal cortex
- Limbic system
- Dopamine
- Striatum
- Nucleus accumbens
- Thalamus
- Epileptic seizure
- Stria terminalis

Learn more about Amygdala:

- **Amygdala**
  - Functional Connectivity of the Amygdala 464
- **Amygdala**
  - Deniz M. Yilmazer-Hanke, in The Human Nervous System (Third Edition), 2012
  - The human amygdala is a high-order limbic brain region almost exclusively of telencephalic origin, which is located in the mesiotemporal region and extends into the basal forebrain. It is a nuclear complex composed of cell groups sharing similarities with neurons in the cerebral cortex, striatum, pallidum, anterior

*When a short definition is not available, the longer definition can be found in Book excerpts*
Topic pages connect key terms with their broader context

**Journal Content**
- Specialized knowledge
- Narrow focus
- Extreme depth
- Cutting-edge research

**Topic Pages**
- Summary knowledge
- Overview
- Connects topics and content
- Provide context

**Book Content**
- Gateway knowledge
- General focus
- Comprehensive breadth
- Established quality
Researchers can find ScienceDirect content more easily than ever before

Researchers can access ScienceDirect Topics via both search and Journal articles

- 80% of traffic comes from Google and other organic search engines
- Most pages hit the first page of Google (page rank avg. = 8.3)

*Data derived from ScienceDirect Book usage trends. Contact Rick Misra for more info. Stats up to date as of August 2017.*
Increased Discoverability
Topic Pages Subject Areas

- Biochemistry, Genetics & Molecular Biology
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemistry
- Environmental & Earth Sciences
- Food Science
- Material Science & Engineering
- Medicine & Dentistry
- Neuroscience
- Pharmaceutical Sciences
- Veterinary Science & Medicine
eBook Content is a Critical Complement to Journal Content

Books and journal articles provide different types of content, but for this reason they are fundamentally interlinked: researchers/students need both to build their knowledge around a topic.

- Facilitating new paths for investigation
- Comprehensive
- Learning tool
- Wide angle
- New topic or recapping old areas

- Specialised knowledge
- Narrow focus
- Extreme depth
- Latest research / new results
- Applying techniques

Source: Communispace survey of 150 users (students to senior researchers) conducted for S&T Books in October 2014
The New Co-Usage Tool

This new interactive tool provides a clearer picture of a co-usage at your institution. This tool illustrates two key messages:

1. Multidisciplinary usage across topics
2. Co-usage across reference content and Journal

Co-usage visit = a SD session to both book and journal content, including the visit to full text chapters, articles, and abstracts.
ScienceDirect co-usage visits for books and journals

In 59% of book visits, books are used together with journals (based on visits in the recent three years).
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- Intro to ELSEVIER & eBooks
- Data Driven Approach
- Research Trends
- Holdings TUT eBooks
- Research Workflow

Extra Material
Tips to raise awareness of Books on ScienceDirect in your library

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-W6bOLJ8-qw

Using Books on ScienceDirect in the Classroom

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YtX8Q Ae8CA8&t=10s

Between many other tutorials available for you!
Welcome to the Author Hub, where you can find all the information you need to publish in an Elsevier book or journal.

Submit your paper

Quick links for Journal Authors
- Find a journal
- Stay connected
- Policies and ethics
- Open access publishing

Introducing Researcher Academy

Authors Hub

https://www.elsevier.com/authors
Unlock your research potential


Start learning

Latest

- Technical Writing Skills
  - Make the most of your research: publish your data & methods
  - Register Now
  - 25 APR

- Writing Skills
  - How to turn your thesis into an article

- Ensuring Visibility
  - Conference skills for researchers
  - 30 min

Start learning

- Career Planning
  - Make a career in research
  - Planning your next career steps is important whatever your experience level. Our tips will get you started.
  - 50 m

- Writing Skills
  - Conference skills for researchers
  - Learn how to get your work accepted into academic conferences and make the most of your time as a delegate.
  - 20 min

- Writing Skills
  - How to turn your thesis into an article
  - The process of writing a manuscript is considerably different from the work your PhD
  - 4 h

- Fundamentals of Publishing
  - 10 reasons to get – and use – an ORCID ID
  - Names are far from unique. With an ORCID ID, researchers can benefit from:
  - 15 m
Research Solutions
eBooks Customer Consultant

• **Onsite training sessions** for library staff, faculty, researchers and/or end-users
  - thorough training so all of your questions can be answered

• **Web-based online training** and Q&A sessions
  - allows us to offer quick training and demo sessions that busy researchers can attend right from their computer

• **Availability to attend your library’s events:**
  - Includes open houses, orientation, vendor day or host an awareness day to provide demos and giveaways

• **Obtaining promotional and training materials**
  - user reference guides and search tips

Natalia García
ELSEVIER | Customer Consultant
EMERGIA Markets
Mobile +31 63 0124485
Radarweg 29, 1043NX
Amsterdam, The Netherlands
n.garcia@elsevier.com
Any questions?

Thank you

Pavel Milasevic
p.milasevic@elsevier.com